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I participated in study tour of 3 days on January 09,10 and 11. Main 

purpose of tour is to send in the revival situation of Fukushima after 

tsunami and nuclear disaster to the whole world. This tour is very 

valuable, really fun and I gathered more information about the 

Fukushima. In first day we visit “Fukushima Oyasuba historical park”. 

They give the introduction about the recover from the impacts of the 

nuclear power station accident.  

 

Then we visited “Abukuma cave” and decorated my own enobori (flag). 

It was an enjoyable time and could learn about Japanese history and 

traditional things. We stayed night at traditional hotel. It also different 

experience for us. Different Japanese foods and drinks, living in a 

traditional hotel, their cultural things, and language will be memorable 

things in my Japan life.  

 

 

In second day morning we visited to “Nanko park and Nanko shrine”. 

Then we had an experience of “sagawa daruma workshop”. Then we 

enjoyed with “Iwaki day cruise and Iwaki la la mew”. It was a nice 

experience in traveling by boat in sea. Then we can gain knowledge 

about the tsunami disaster and different kind of fish at “aquamarine, 

Fukushima”.  

 

In third day morning we visited “Minamisoma solar agri park”. We 

could learn about the facility which serves the role of supporting 

children’s growth and the various efforts in place to promote renewable 

energies. Then we visited “Soma city response” and “memorial centre” 

and “Fukushima prefectural fisheries experimental station”. Finally we 

could visit to “Wada tourism      strawberry association”. We could 

eat strawberry as much as possible within thirty minutes.  

 

 

 

We participate in this study tour and spend cored three days, and 

through this tour we enjoyed a lot and make new foreign friends. I 

think that it becomes memorable memory throughout my life. 

 


